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Brought to you by The Standard Deviants Academic Team - a unique group
of educators, students, and writers dedicated to enhancing the academic
success of students everywhere.

19-time TELLY AWARD Winner
for Best Educational Video

Recommended by high school teachers and university professors nation-
wide.

The Standard Deviants are the perfect resource for academic success with
videos ranging from English Composition to Organic Chemistry and
Shakespeare Tragedies.

The Standard Deviants; entertaining and enjoyable teaching style breaks
down difficult subjects into a clear step-by-step format.

Each video is broken down into 5 to 7 minute segments
with a zany skit which will review the material before

going on to the next segment.

A specialized academic team is created for each subject featuring:

♦ Two to three professors (from the nation’s best universities including
Georgtown, Yale and UVA).

♦ An accomplished student consultant.
♦ Standard Deviant’s staff and comedy writing specialists.

The Standard Deviants provide:

♦ A comprehensive tutorial of challenging course concepts.
♦ Study techniques including mnemonic, visual devices and memory

builders.
♦ Quick reference cards with charts, definitions, formulas and course

outlines.
♦ An approachable, off-beat format that builds understanding,

confidence and retention.

The Standard Deviants
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Language Arts
The Wrinkle Free World
of English Composition

The Wrinkle Free World of English Composi-
tion is a great tape for anyone - students
and non-students alike - who wants to
write a terrific paper or polish his or her
writing skills. This tape will teach you

everything from how to state and support a position, to
collecting supporting information and writing a thesis
statement. The Standard Deviants will help you become a
better writer in no time!
The Standard Deviants: English Composition cov-
ers: the writing process, rough drafts, freewriting, the
introduction, outlining, the thesis statement, clustering,
revising your rough draft, the conclusion, stating and
supporting a position.
Running Time: 2 hours, 15 minutes (5 to 7 minute
segments)
156336SD English Composition $21.00

The Split-Infinitive
World of English

Grammar
Understanding the fundamentals of gram-
mar is the first step to impressive writing.
Just a few of the topics covered in English
Grammar Part 1 include the definition of
grammar, parts of speech, common nouns
and pronouns, verb tenses, conjugations,
and compound sentences. The Standard
Deviants provide you with a fun, effective
way of learning with their unique blend of
helpful study tips and comic relief.

The Standard Deviants: English Grammar Part One
covers: What is grammar?, the parts of speech, collective
nouns, possessive pronouns, demonstrative pronouns,
perfect tense, perfect progressive tense, present parti-
ciple, past participle, prepositions, conjunctions, simple
sentence,compound sentence, complex sentence.
Running Time: 1 hour, 15 minutes (5 to 7 minute seg-
ments)

The Standard Deviants: English Grammar Part Two
covers: How language changes, syntax, words as differ-
ent parts of speech, appositive phrase, articles, the
definite article, clauses, independent clauses, sentence
problems, sentence fragments, run-on sentences, gram-
mar traps, acceptable 'errors', split infinitives, dangling
prepositions.
Running Time: 1 hour, 0 minutes (5 to 7 minute seg-
ments)

986416SD Grammar Part 1 $21.00
983697SD Grammar Part 1 DVD $21.00
986424SD Grammar Part 2 $21.00
986165SD Video Box $33.99

The Untamed World of English
Punctuation

If you think the semicolon is a small organ situated
between your small and large intestines, you need this
tape! The English language is filled with tricky and
obscure rules of punctuation. This tape will explain these
rules and improve your writing skills.

Standard Deviants: English Punctua-
tion Part 1 covers: grammar vs. punc-
tuation, declarative sentences, question
marks, sarcasm and irony, exclamation
marks, exclamatory sentences, commas,
interrupting expressions, appositive
phrases, participal phrases, subordinate
clauses, dependent vs. independent
phrases, compound sentence formation,
the "Furthermore" test.
Running Time: 1 hour, 0 minutes (5 to 7
minute segments)

Standard Deviants: English Punctua-
tion Part 2 covers: dashes, compound
word formation, writing fractions and
numbers, contractions, possessive forma-
tion, whose/who's, their/they're, paren-
thesis with other forms of punctuation,
quotation marks, direct quotation vs.
paraphrase, titles, single quotation marks,
slashes, editorial comments.
Running Time: 1 hour, 0 minutes (5 to 7
minute segments)

English DVD 3-Pack
Chris Thaiss, Ph.D., Nancy Shapiro, Ph.D.  &
Charles Fisher, M.A.
Save money! The Standard Deviants English
DVD 3-Pack contains English Composition
DVD, English Grammar 1 DVD and English
Punctuation 1 DVD. You get all three DVDs are a 10%
discount!
The Standard Deviants English DVD 3-Pack covers
all topics from the English Composition, English Grammar
1 and English Punctuation 1 DVDs.
983182SD English DVD 3-Pack $53.99

986432SD Punctuation Part 1 $21.00
986084SD Punctuation 1 DVD $21.00
986440SD Punctuation Part 2 $21.00
986173SD Video Box 2 videos $33.99

Here’s What People Have to Say
About Standard Deviants:

“I have almost all of the Standard Devi-
ants videos.  They are the best study
guides I’ve ever used.”
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Everything you Need to Know
About Shakespeare Tragedies

Robert J. Fehrenbach, Ph.D. & MaryAnn R. Meyer, Ph.D.
Origins and Style is an introduction to understanding
and appreciating Shakespeare. After exploring
Shakespeare's life and times, this program contains
sections on understanding Shakespeare's poetry and the
elements of Elizabethan drama. Also, by evaluating the
tragic figure that is Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, the Standard
Deviants help viewers understand exactly what a tragedy
is. Finally, the program offers a brief overview of
Shakespeare's development as a tragedian. Running
Time: 45 minutes (5 to 7 minute segments)  Othello,
MacBeth, King Lear examines three plays that reveal
Shakespeare at his height as a writer of tragedies. This
trio of tragedies contains Shakespeare's variations on the
tragic figure: A man destroyed by jealousy (Othello), a
man destroyed by ambition (Macbeth), and a man
destroyed by hubris and ultimately redeemed by love
(King Lear). The Standard Deviants take the "mystery"
out of these difficult plays, making them easier to under-
stand and appreciate.  Running Time: 2 hours, 0 minutes
(5 to 7 minute segments) The Standard Deviants also
explore Titus Andronicus, Shakespeare's first tragedy -
a flawed, but promising play - to highlight what makes a
great tragedy, and to reveal that even Shakespeare had
to learn his craft. Additionally, the program provides
insight into understanding the poetry, characters, and
plot of Romeo and Juliet. Finally, the program provides
easy-to-understand approaches to Shakespeare's best-
known and perhaps most complex work, Hamlet. Running
Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes (5 to 7 minute segments)
986327SD Origins and Style $21.00
984839SD Origins DVD $21.00
986343SD Othello, Macbeth, King Lear $21.00
983239SD Othello DVD $21.00
986335SD Titus, Romeo & Juliet, Hamlet $21.00
983220SD Titus DVD $21.00
986149SD Video Box $50.99
983247SD 3 DVD Set $53.99

Language Arts/Government

Here’s What People Have to Say About Standard Deviants:

“The Standard Deviants make the subject very understandable, clear and humorous.”
“A lesson in higher education: Insert tape, push play, and learn.”

The Revolutionary World of
American Government

The American Government was carefully crafted to be a
dynamic system of checks and balances. None of the
three branches is more powerful than the other two, and
each branch has powers specifically designed to keep the
others in line. Untangling this bureaucracy is not only
important for civics and history classes, but also in
making sense of the evening news! With the Standard
Deviants, you'll quickly understand the branches of the
government, their powers, and how they've evolved over
the years.

The Standard Deviants: American Government Part
One covers: Types of government, majority rule, per-
sonal liberty, The American Colonies, The Declaration of
Independence, The Constitutional Convention, The Great
Compromise, Federalism, checks and balances, branches
of government, The Bill of Rights, block and categorical
grants, due process, Civil Rights.
Running Time: 1 hour, 45 minutes
DVD - Running Time: 1 hour, 57 minutes
(both in 5 to 7 minute segments)

The Standard Deviants: American Government Part
Two covers: Congressional Powers, impeachment,
incumbency, Speaker of the House, Majority and Minority
Leaders, Majority and Minority Whips, The Committee
System, How a Bill Becomes a Law, veto power, The
Executive Branch, electoral college, The Cabinet, Appeals
Courts, The Supreme Court.
Running Time: 1 hour, 40 minutes (5 to 7 minute seg-
ments)

The American Government DVD 2-Pack contains American
Government, Parts 1 & 2, at a discounted price.

986459SD Am. Gov. Part 1 Vid $21.00
984006SD Am. Gov. Part 1 DVD $21.00
986467SD Am. Gov. Part 2 Vid $21.00
983506SD Am. Gov. 2 DVD $21.00
986181SD Video Box (2 videos) $33.99
983476SD Am. Gov. DVD 2-Pack $35.99
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is made
by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is
a $4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission to
return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on unau-
thorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable condi-
tion.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a sizable in-
crease in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.



To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!

mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net
http://www.teachersmarketplace.com/
mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net?subject=Sign me up for your mailing list!

